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        Established in the year 2002, the Company’s success has been due to its 
focused approach towards quality and innovation. This is due to the 
immense care that goes into planning, choosing the right resources and 
execution, be it the drawings, construction material and Vaastu to a 
clear title –our customers have always got the best. A fact they vouch 
for. Today Aditya’s projects command respect and come with a 
premium tag. This has been earned due to hard work, trust and 
reliability. 
In the last one decade, Aditya has built many a premium Villas, which 
today bear a proud testimony to our efforts and are landmark structures 
in their respective environments. 
 

 
A classic trademark of all Aditya projects are its careful thought in 
providing ample greenery, modern designs that are luxurious, offer 
good spaces and thoughtful amenities thereby enhancing the property’s 
value and giving the customers a good return on their investments. It is 
no wonder then that all Aditya Projects are sought after and command a 
premium value 



     Our Vision : 
 
    "To be the most respected and admired Company in the 

residential,commercial and infrastructure segments by providing quality 
landmark projects thereby achieving total customer delight" 
 

    Our Mission : 
 
      Our mission is to create landmark projects by:  
      Creating inspiring structures 
      Using superior architecture 
      Adhering to the highest quality 
      Executing all projects on time 
      Enhancing value to our products 
      Caring for our stakeholders and their interests 
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       Empress Towers is an iconic project combining luxury and high quality. It will re-
define the skyline of Jubilee Hills. It will be the address for the privileged few. The 
beautifully designed clubhouse and the swimming pool give it a rich ambience 
and allows you to pamper yourself, a luxury which you deserve. It is the largest 
gated community in Jubilee Hills area and is strategically located to meet the needs 
of the people who are constantly on the move. It has excellent connectivity to all 
parts of the city and is close to the international airport. It lies in close proximity to 
hi-tech city, international schools, entertainment centers, KBR Park, Apollo 
Hospitals, shopping malls, research institutes and a host of MNCs. Empress 
Towers offers you the finest quality of the constructions and the best of amenities. 
The helipad in every tower is for the jet-setter who wishes to move at high speed. 
It has elevators that will get you to your apartment in the blink of an eye. You 
could look through your window and admire Golconda fort in its royal splendor 
or you could drive down and pay golf. Own a luxury apartment, with prices 
starting from Rs. 79 lakh onwards. 

 
Aditya's Empress Towers – the flagship project of Aditya Construction Company, 
known for Creating Landmarks 












